At first I thanked the powers that be that I had been charged with homicide and did not have an undiagnosed medical problem. Several years previously I had procured the services of a lawyer who had assured me that he would be my advocate under all circumstances. During my 5 years abroad my scheme to murder my wife, heiress to the fortune cookie fortune, had been planned with diligence allowing me to carry it out in the USA just 2 weeks previously with full confidence that I had put in place all the requirements for a winning defence. I had presumed that skilful legal arguments would persuade the authorities, and a jury if need be, that my act had been a consequence of a traumatic event at a critical moment in the maturation of my psyche. Reasoning that this guaranteed me an unimpeachable defence of temporary insanity which would, at worst, result in my being incarcerated for a modest period in a mental facility, I exuded confidence as I entered my attorney's office on that fateful morning.
Therefore, it came as quite a shock to learn that such course of action was no longer a certainty. Leaning well back in his chair, my lawyer informed me that the legal system had been newly organized as a necessary consequence of the alarming rate of increase in the costs of judicial procedures. It seems there had been a 250% increase in the number of required courtrooms as well as a 190% increase in the salaries of judges, court officers and court recorders over the past decade. Furthermore, the number of attorneys had had to be quadrupled just to prosecute those cases involving defendants who pleaded temporary insanity. The legal system now consumed at least 14% of the country's budget. He argued that society simply did not have the resources to keep on building more court houses and hiring more judges and attorneys.
To control these spiralling costs a series of LMOs (legal maintenance organizations) had been established with each Homecare Institute, Hackensack University Medical Center, 30 Prospect Ave, Hackensack, NJ 07601, USA client paying the same flat fee under a capitated system. Also, to save on prison costs and the expenses previously associated with lengthy appeals processes, on the day after conviction those found guilty were to be executed by guillotine the cheapest means of capital punishment. My attorney informed me that he was now an attorney-of-thegate, directed to decide which expert legal services would be utilized under each set of circumstances. He would choose among possible defence plans and decide how vigorously the chosen one should be pursued.
So I did my best to present my case in the most compelling manner possible. I advised him of the need for an elaborate and probably costly defence, to include a series of witnesses outlining my tortured childhood and adolescence as well as multiple psychiatrists attesting to my being temporarily insane at the time of the murder. He listened for the allotted portion of an hour and told me to return in a week for a decision as to which plan of defence the LMO would follow.
When the day of my follow-up visit arrived, I found myself sitting in the waiting room anguishing over whether my attorney would enter a plea of temporary insanity on my behalf. Viewing the others in the room with a measure of hostility, for it was now apparent that we were competing for the same resources, I glanced through the newsletter of the law firm. My smile upon seeing my attorney's picture on the front page was replaced by an expression of alarm as I read the accompanying column praising him for keeping the firm's costs down. This piece was printed alongside an article announcing the Christmas bonuses. Apparently it had been a good year because so many attorneys-of-the-gate had shut it.
To assuage the sense of panic coursing through my body I reached into my pocket and pulled out a fortune cookie to eat. While munching anxiously, I read the fortune contained therein. It read, 'It is possible to be capitated and decapitated on the same day'.
